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Levi Garrison showed a smile.

This rule of Sanxing Group is very exciting and effective.

Opening a door in an hour is simply perfect.

Survival of the fittest!

This kind of experience can achieve the greatest effect!

This is much better than today’s quick methods.

Whoever is strong can escape, whoever is strong can survive.

There is no fairness at all!

It depends on who is strong! ! !
Of course there is a small part, which may depend on luck.

Maybe there are a few people who are lucky, they just stay in the position where the door is opened,
and they ran out easily.

But after all, this is a minority of the minority.

Ninety-nine percent depends on strength!

Li Chengmin also became nervous.

I thought that my parents had arranged that they could take Levi Garrison away safely.

Now it seems that it is very difficult.

After all, Li Dazhong was not sure, let alone other people.

“You follow me! Be sure!”

Li Dazhong reminded Li Chengmin before setting off.

Everyone began to advance slowly.

Of course, there are dozens of people betting that the door behind will be opened in an hour. They will
hide nearby and wait for an hour.

Most of them left with Li Dazhong.

Along the way, everyone became more and more frightened.

There were bones everywhere, and stinking corpses.

And no corpse is complete.

It was torn apart and scattered everywhere.

Everyone can think of what kind of devastation they suffered before they were alive…

“Those monsters are terrifying! Once caught by them, their bodies can’t be left intact! Even if it’s me…”

Li Dazhong’s words made everyone’s heart. It was half cold.

But there is no way, you have to keep going.

Without taking a few steps, a super large container appeared in front of him.

They knew this container, it was thrown in earlier.

Li Chengmin almost became one of them.

“Generally, the reaction will not appear until one hour after being injected with the drug…according to
the time it should be…”

“We quietly walked around!”

Li Dazhong said vigilantly.

Everyone nervously followed Li Dazhong.

“Boom!”

Suddenly there was a huge noise from the container.

Everyone stopped.

All staring at the container.

In the next moment, the movement grew louder and louder.

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

…

Everyone clearly saw fist prints protruding outside.

More and more…

Apparently someone was bombarding inside.

“Kacha!”

“Kacha!”

…The

next moment, someone was tearing open the container.

With a harsh sound, the container was torn apart. All the people inside came out…

“Ah!!!”

When everyone saw these people clearly, they all let out screams.

Li Chengmin was also scared and screamed!

Obviously, everyone who came out was shocked.

…

And the thirteen people hiding in the abandoned house near the east gate are waiting for the opening of
the gate behind them in the next hour.

They feel that their position is the safest.

Hiding here, you will be able to escape after an hour steadily.

At this time, they heard miserable screams in the distance, and more than a dozen people smiled.

“Ha ha ha …… laughable, so you do not listen to us! This is just great, right? Go die in vain!”

“Yes ah! Standings strong follow God thought he was safe? The real danger comes, people Will take care
of you? Dreaming!”

… The

original tense atmosphere, after hearing the movement not far away, everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

They are all fortunate to hide here.

Otherwise, I’m afraid it would have been torn apart by the monster.

But what they didn’t expect was that a bunch of things had come quietly behind them, staring at them.

“Huhuhu…”

These things panted, accompanied by a stench.

